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Design and create a grass jelly cutting machine 

By Mr. Chawakon Kaeosribut 

Miss. Supaporn Sankun 

Abstract 

This research study about design and create a grass jelly cutting machine. Case 

study production process of grass jelly by the store Putthawachana Muang Ubon 

Ratchathani. The objective is to design and build machines to improve performance and 

reduce time to cut the grass jelly faster. Due to production issues, the final step is to cut 

the grass jelly. Employees must use a knife to cut grass jelly in the tray. By grass jelly cubes 

before being cut size 330x530x40 mm. Employees must cut grass jelly cubes cut line by 

line, Both longitudinal and transverse. To get the grass jelly into small pieces the size of 

10x10x40 mm. Take the time to cut the grass jelly cubes per tray is 15 minutes. By case 

study production process of grass jelly by the store Putthawachana will produce grass jelly 

approximately eight trays per day. Spend time to cut the grass jelly cube total 8 tray as 

120 minutes. 

From the experimental results. Found that cutting grass jelly cube per tray takes 

only 5 minutes to 30 seconds. When thinking time to cut the grass jelly total 8 tray will 

take only 44 minutes to cut. It can reduce the time to cut the grass jelly up to 63.33%. 

This can help reduce fatigue for employees as much. And the size of the grass jelly from 

cutting are also prescribed as well. 
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